We propose a new class of error correction codes for low-delay streaming communication. We consider an online setup where a source packet arrives at the encoder every M channel uses, and needs to be decoded with a maximum delay of T packets. We consider a sliding-window erasure channel -C(N, B, W ) -which introduces either up to N erasures in arbitrary positions, or B erasures in a single burst, in any window of length W . When M = 1, the case where source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are equal, we propose a class of codes -MiDAS codes -that achieve a near optimal rate. Our construction is based on a layered approach. We first construct an optimal code for the C(N = 1, B, W ) channel, and then concatenate an additional layer of parity-check symbols to deal with N > 1. When M > 1, the case where source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are unequal, we characterize the capacity when N = 1 and W ≥ M (T + 1), and for N > 1, we propose a construction based on a layered approach. Numerical simulations over Gilbert-Elliott and Fritchman channel models indicate significant gains in the residual loss probability over baseline schemes. We also discuss the connection between the error correction properties of the MiDAS codes and their underlying column distance and column span.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY multimedia applications such as interactive audio/video conferencing, mobile gaming and cloud-computing require error correction of streaming sources under strict latency constraints. The transmitter must encode a source stream sequentially, and the receiver must decode each source packet within a fixed playback deadline. Classical error correction codes such as Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) and rateless codes are far from ideal in such situations. Their encoders operate on a source stream in blocks and introduce buffering delays, whereas the decoders can only recover missing source packets simultaneously without considering the deadline of each packet. Naturally both the structure of optimal codes and the associated fundamental limits are expected to be different in the streaming scenario. For example, it is well known that the Shannon capacity of an erasure channel only depends on the fraction of erasures. However when delay constraints are imposed, the actual pattern of packet losses also becomes relevant. The decoding delay over channels with burst losses can be very different than isolated or random losses. In practice, channels introduce both burst and isolated losses often captured by statistical models such as the Gilbert-Elliott (GE) channel. Therefore the underlying codes must simultaneously correct both types of patterns. The central question we address in this paper is how to construct near optimal streaming codes for such channels.
Problems involving real-time coding and compression have been studied from many different perspectives in related literature. Some structural properties of optimal codes have been studied in e.g., [1] - [3] , and a dynamic programming based formulation is proposed. Schulman [4] and Sahai [5] study coding techniques based on tree codes in a streaming setup with discrete memoryless channels. Sukhavasi and Hassibi [6] have proposed linear time-invariant tree codes for the class of i.i.d. erasure channels, which are attractive due to low decoding complexity. For the class of burst erasure channels, Martinian et. al. [7] , [8] study optimal streaming codes assuming an upper-bound on the erasure burst length. Unfortunately these constructions are not robust in the presence of random or isolated erasures. Some specific examples of robust codes are presented in [7] using a computer search, but these examples provide limited insights towards a general construction.
In the present paper we initiate a systematic investigation of streaming codes over channels which introduce both burst and isolated erasures. As discussed before, in many practical channel models, both these erasure patterns are relevant. We introduce a class of deterministic channels that could be interpreted as an approximation of the GE channel. We show that in such models there exists an inherent tradeoff between the burst error correction and isolated error correction capabilities of streaming codes i.e., given a fixed rate and delay, a streaming code that can correct a long burst cannot recover from many isolated erasures and vice versa. We also present a new class of streaming codes that are near optimal with respect to this tradeoff. Our constructions In any sliding window of length W = 5, there is either a single erasure burst of length no greater than B = 3, or no more than N = 2 isolated erasures.
are based on a layered approach. We first construct an optimal burst erasure code and then concatenate additional parity-check symbols to enable recovery from isolated erasures. In practice, our proposed constructions can be easily adapted if the number of isolated erasures to be corrected varies based on channel conditions.
In the first part of the paper, we consider the case when the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are equal. We propose a class of codes -MiDAS codes -that attain a near optimal tradeoff between the burst error correction and isolated error correction properties as discussed above. In the second part of the paper, we consider the case when the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are unequal. Each source symbol may arrive once every M channel uses, where M is a parameter determined by the application. For example in high definition video streaming, each source frame may arrive every 40 ms, whereas each channel packet may be transmitted every millisecond, resulting in M = 40. We note that the first part of the paper corresponds to M = 1. We show that a straightforward extension of these codes to M > 1 is suboptimal, and propose an optimal construction for the burst erasure channel, as well as its robust extension. Finally we present extensive simulation results over the GE and Fritchman channels that indicate substantial performance gains over baseline codes for a wide range of channel parameters.
In other related works, references [9] - [11] study an extension of streaming codes over a burst erasure channel that adapt the delay based on the burst length. When the burst length is small, the decoding delay is smaller, when it is long, the corresponding delay is also longer. References [12] , [13] study an extension of streaming codes to parallel channels with burst erasures whereas [14] studies streaming codes that can correct multiple bursts. In a parallel work, references [15] - [17] also study streaming codes motivated by connections between streaming and unicast network coding. However to the best of our knowledge, these papers do not consider channels with both burst and isolated erasures, nor consider the layered approach for coding, which is the focus of this work. There is also a significant body of literature on adapting various coding techniques for streaming systems, see e.g., [18] - [21] and references therein.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS
We consider a class of packet erasure channels where the erasure patterns are locally constrained. In any sliding window of length W , the channel can introduce one of the following patterns, (i) a single erasure burst of maximum length B, or (ii) a maximum of N erasures in arbitrary locations. We use the notation C(N, B, W ) for such a channel. Fig. 1 provides an example of such a channel when N = 2, B = 3 and W = 5. Note that the condition N ≤ B follows since a burst erasure is a special type of erasure pattern. We will assume throughout the paper that B + 1 ≤ W , so that in any window of length W there is at-least one non-erased symbol 1 . Note that the special case when N = 1 reduces the above model to a burst-only channel model. In this case the guard separation between successive bursts is at-least W − 1.
In practice we can view C(N, B, W ) as an approximation of statistical models such as the Gilbert-Elliott (GE) channel model. A GE channel is in one of two states. In the good state, it behaves an an i.i.d. erasure channel, while in the bad state, it behaves as a burst-erasure channel. Thus the interval consisting of a burst loss corresponds to the bad state, whereas a window comprising of isolated erasures corresponds to the good state. The values of N , B as well as W will depend on the underlying channel parameters. Some insights into the connections between the deterministic and statistical models will be presented in our simulation results.
We further separately treat the cases when the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are equal and when they are not.
A. Equal Source-Channel Rates
At each time-slot i ≥ 0, the encoder observes a source symbol s [i] , and transmits a channel symbol x[i]. We will assume throughout that the source and channel alphabets are S = F k q and X = F n q respectively, where q denotes the size of the base field. The rate of the code equals R = We establish the following upper and lower bounds on the capacity.
Theorem 1. Any achievable rate for C(N, B, W ) and delay T ≥ B must satisfy
where T eff min(T, W − 1).
To interpret (1) , note that T eff + 1 = min(T + 1, W ), and T + 1 denotes the active duration of each source packet i.e., each source packet s[i] arrives at time t = i and must be decoded by time t = i + T . When W > T + 1 the upper bound in (1) is governed by the decoding delay, otherwise it depends on W . One can also interpret (1) The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Section IV-A. We further propose a class of streaming codes, Maximum Distance And Span tradeoff (MiDAS) codes, that achieve a near-optimal tradeoff.
Theorem 2.
For any channel C(N, B, W ) and delay T ≥ B, there exists a code of rate R that satisfies
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Section IV-C. As will be apparent, our construction is based on a layered approach. We first construct an optimal streaming code for C(N ′ = 1, B, W ) channel. Then we append an additional layer of parity-check sub-symbols that enables us to correct N erasures in any sliding window of length W . By directly comparing (2) and (1), we see that the proposed codes are near-optimal. We also remark that the upper bound (1) establishes that some of the R = 1/2 codes found via a computer search in [7, are indeed optimal.
Note that Theorem 2 does not explicitly state the field-size q. The underlying constructions are based on Strongly-MDS codes [22] , [23] which are known to exist for field-sizes that increase exponentially in T eff . However we also provide an alternate construction in Section IV-D, that attains (2), and whose field-size increases as O(T 3 eff ).
B. Unequal Source-Channel Rates
We discuss a generalization of the setup in Section II-A where one source symbol arrives every M channel uses. The alphabets of source and channel symbols are as before. For convenience, the collection of M channel symbols is termed as a macro-packet. The index of each macro-packet is denoted using the letter i i.e.,
denotes the macro-packet i consisting of M channel symbols. At the start of macro-packet i, the encoder observes the source symbol s[i] ∈ F k q and generates M symbols x[i, j] ∈ F n q , for j ∈ {1, . . . , M } which can depend on all the observed source packets up to that time i.e.,
These symbols are transmitted in the M time-slots corresponding to the macro-packet i. Fig. 2 shows the system model. Note that for the case when M = 1 the setup reduces to that in Section II-A. The jth channel output symbol in the macro-packet i is denoted by y[i, j]. When the channel input is not erased, we have,
, whereas when the channel input is erased, y[i, j] = ⋆. The channel output macro-packets are expressed as
The decoder is required to decode each source symbol with a maximum delay of T macro-packets i.e.,
We note that the rate of this code is given by R = k Mn . In this definition, we are normalizing the rate with the size of each macro-packet. The rate expression is motivated by the fact that nM channel symbols are transmitted over the channel for each k source symbols. For the above setup, the capacity has been obtained when N = 1 and W ≥ M (T + 1).
Theorem 3.
For the channel C(N = 1, B, W ), and any M and delay T , such that W ≥ M (T +1), the capacity C is expressed as follows,
where the constants b and B ′ be defined via
The proof of Theorem 3 is divided into two main parts. The code construction is illustrated in section V-B while the converse appears in section V-E.
The constructions in Theorem 3 only apply to the burst-erasure channel. Based on the layered approach in Theorem 2 we also propose a robust construction for the case when N > 1 in Section V-F. However the optimal construction is left for future work.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF BASELINE SCHEMES
We review two constructions -Strongly-MDS codes and Maximally Short codes -that have been proposed in earlier works. While the achievable rate of these codes in the present setup can be far from optimal, they constitute important building blocks in our proposed constructions.
A. Strongly-MDS Codes
Classical erasure codes are designed for maximizing the underlying distance properties. Roughly speaking, such codes will recover all the missing source symbols simultaneously once sufficiently many parity-check symbols have been received at the decoder. Indeed a commonly used family of such codes, random-linear codes, see e.g., [24] , [25] , are designed to guarantee that the underlying system of equations is full rank with high probability. We discuss one particular class of deterministic code constructions with optimal distance properties [22] , [23] in this section.
Consider a (n,k,m) convolutional code that maps an input source stream
† ∈ Fn q using a memorym encoder 2 . In particular let
where G 0 , . . . , Gm arek ×n matrices with elements in F q . Furthermore the convolutional code is systematic 3 if we can express each sub-generator matrix in the following form,
where Ik ×k denotes thek ×k identity matrix, 0k ×k denotes thek ×k zero matrix, and H t ∈ Fk ×(n−k) q for t = 0, 1, . . . ,m. For a systematic convolutional code, (8) reduces to
The Strongly-MDS codes (see e.g. [23, Corollary 2.5]), correspond to a certain choice of H t that result in the following error correction properties in the streaming setup.
Lemma 1.
Consider a systematic (n,k,m) Strongly-MDS code and suppose that the sub-symbols in x[i] i.e.,
are transmitted sequentially in the time interval [i ·n, (i + 1) ·n − 1] over the channel 4 . The following properties hold for each
can be recovered by time (j + 1)n − 1.
L2. If the channel introduces an erasure-burst of lengthB sub-symbols in the interval
and 0 ≤ c ≤k − 1, then all erased source symbols are recovered by time (j + 1)n − 1.
L3. If the channel introduces an erasure burst of lengthB sub-symbols in the interval
followed by a total of no more thanÎ isolated erasures such thatB +Î ≤ (n −k)(j + 1), then all the erased symbols in the burst are recovered by time (j + 1)n − 1.
Proof: See Appendix B. We now discuss how the properties in Lemma 1 can be applied to our system model. In the case in Section II-A when the source and channel-transmission rates are equal, Lemma 1 immediately yields the following. are simultaneously recovered by time t = j.
Proof: Since the channel erases entire symbols, an erasure of N symbols is equivalent to the erasure ofN =nN ≤ (n −k)(j + 1) sub-symbols in Lemma 1. Property L1 in Lemma 1 guarantees that s[0] is recovered by time t = (j + 1)n − 1, when any (n −k)(j + 1) sub-symbols are erased in the interval [0, (j + 1)n − 1]. It immediately follows that if no more than n−k n (j + 1) symbols in the interval [0, j] are erased, the symbol s[0] can be recovered. Furthermore, the interval [0, (j + 1)n− 1] consisting of (j + 1)n sub-symbols in Lemma 1 corresponds to the interval [0, j] consisting of j + 1 symbols in Corollary 1 and thus s[0] is recovered by time j. Thus Property P1 follows upon substituting R =k n .
Property P2 follows in an analogous fashion upon using property L2 in Lemma 1 with c = 0.
From Corollary 1, it follows that any (N, B) pair that satisfies
is achieved using a (n, k, T ) Strongly-MDS code of rate R = k n with delay T and W ≥ T + 1. In particular, if the channel introduces up to (1 − R)(T + 1) erasures in the window [0, T ], it follows from Property P1 in Corollary 1 that s[0] is recovered at t = T . Once s[0] has been recovered, its effect can be subtracted out from all parity-checks involving s [0] . By the same property, s [1] is guaranteed to be recovered at time t = T + 1. This argument can be successively repeated until all the erased symols are recovered. Furthermore upon substituting B = N in (1), we note that the Strongly-MDS attain one extreme point on the tradeoff, namely when N = B. This is clearly the largest feasible value of N in (1). In a similar fashion, it can be shown that for the case of unequal source-channel rates in Section II-B , when W ≥ M (T +1), any (N, B) is achievable that satisfies
We will omit the details as they are very similar to the justification of (12) .
B. Maximally Short (MS) Codes
While the Strongly-MDS codes achieve the extreme point of the upper bound (1) corresponding to N = B, the Maximally Short (MS) codes achieve the other extreme point, corresponding to N = 1. In particular the maximum value of B with N = 1 is given in the following result.
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Lemma 2 (Martinian and Sundberg [7] ). Consider the channel C(N = 1, B, W ) with W ≥ T + 1 and M = 1. There exists an MS code of rate R satisfying
Furthermore, R in (14) is the maximum achievable rate for C(N = 1, B, W ≥ T + 1) channel. The construction of MS codes presented in [7] , [8] involves first constructing a specific low-delay block code and then converting it into a streaming code using a diagonal interleaving technique. Thus the problem of constructing a streaming code is reduced to the problem of constructing a block code with certain properties. While such a simplification is appealing, unfortunately it does not appear to easily generalize when seeking extensions of MS codes. Note that the above MS codes can only achieve N = 1 and are highly sensitive to isolated losses over the channel. In [7] some examples of codes with higher N were reported using a numerical search but a general approach for constructing robust streaming codes remained elusive. In Section IV-B, we present an alternative perspective that easily extends to achieve a near optimal rate for any (N, B).
For the case of unequal source-channel rates, a straightforward adaptation of the MS codes is as follows. We split each symbol s[i] into M sub-symbols, one for each time-slot in the macro-packet and then apply a MS code in Lemma 2 to this expanded source stream with delay T ′ = M T (cf. Fig. 3 ). In particular we assume that s[i] ∈ (F q ) kM and proceed as follows.
• Apply a MS code in Lemma 2 for the C(N = 1, B, W ) channel with delay T ′ = M T (channel symbols) and W ≥ M (T + 1).
• Transmit the associated channel symbol x[i, j] ∈ F n q in slot j of the macro-packet i. From (14) we have that
is achievable when B ≤ M T . Note that in the second equality in (15), we use (7) . Note that the delay of T ′ = M · T channel symbols in the expanded stream, implies that w[i, j] is recovered when y[i + T, j] is received for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }. Thus the entire source symbol s[i] is guaranteed to be recovered at the end of macro-packet i + T , thus satisfying the delay Link: 
IV. EQUAL SOURCE-CHANNEL RATES
In this section, we consider the case when source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are equal i.e., M = 1. We start by establishing the upper-bound in Theorem 1 in Section IV-A. In Section IV-B, we give a generalized construction for Maximally Short codes which are optimal over the C(N = 1, B, W ) channel. We provide a robust extension of these codes -MiDAS codes -in Section IV-C and study their optimality. In Section IV-D, we provide an alternative construction of MiDAS codes achieving the same tradeoff in Theorem 2 but with a smaller field-size. Finally, we compare the performance of the two constructions through an example in Section IV-E.
A. Upper-bound
To establish the upper bound in Theorem 1, we separately consider the cases where W ≥ T + 1 and W < T + 1. When W ≥ T + 1, consider a periodic erasure channel with a period of τ P = T + B − N + 1 and suppose that in every such period the first B symbols are erased (see Fig. 4 ). While such a channel is not included in C(N, B, W ), we nonetheless show that any code for C(N, B, W ) and delay T is also feasible for the proposed periodic erasure channel. 6 Consider the first period that spans the interval [0, τ P − 1]. We note the following Hence, each of these symbols is also guaranteed to be recovered with delay ≤ T , in particular, by time τ P − 1. We have thus shown that all the symbols in the first period spanning [0, τ P − 1] can be recovered with delay T . We can repeat the same argument for all the remaining periods and thus the claim follows. Thus using the capacity of the periodic erasure channel, we have
For the case when W < T + 1, we consider a periodic erasure channel with a period of τ P = W + B − N where in each period the first B symbols are erased and the remaining W − N symbols are not erased. Such a channel by construction is a C(N, B, W ) channel. In any window W i = [i, i + W − 1] of length W there exists either a single burst of maximum length B, or up to N isolated erasures. Thus every erased symbol on such a channel must be recovered i.e., we have that
Rearranging (16) and (17) and using T eff = min(W − 1, T ), we easily recover (1) . This completes the proof of the upper bound.
B. Generalized MS Codes
In this section we present a generalization of the MS codes introduced in section III-B. The proposed construction applies to any W ≥ B + 1, and eliminates the intermediate step of constructing a block code.
there exists a streaming code with delay T and rate
The encoding steps are as follows,
where 
where the matrices H 
• Channel Packet Generation: Concatenate the generated parity-checks to the source symbols so that the channel input at time i is given by
In our construction discussed above,
Clearly the rate of the proposed code R = The decoder proceeds in two steps.
• Simultaneously recover v[0], . . . , v[B − 1] by time t = T eff − 1. In this step the decoder proceeds as follows. For each j ∈ {B, . . . , T eff − 1}, the decoder recovers the parity-check symbols
These recovered parity-checks can then be used to recover
Note that using property P2 in Corollary 1 and substituting R = R v and j = T eff − 1 we get,
and hence the recovery of Upon completion of the two steps stated above, the recovery of s[i] for i ∈ {0, . . . , B − 1} follows. Any subsequent burst, starting at time t ≥ T eff + B, can be corrected in a similar fashion. Since the rate of the code is clearly given by (18) , the proof of Prop. 1 is complete.
The Generalized MS code is no longer feasible when N > 1. To see this consider two isolated erasures one at t = 0 and the other at t = T eff . In this case both u[0] as well as its repeated copy are erased. We propose a modification to these codes that can deal with any value of N in Theorem 2.
C. MiDAS: Code Construction
Our proposed construction is based on a layered approach. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , we first construct a Generalized MS code for C(N = 1, B, W ) channel and then concatenate an additional layer of parity symbols when N > 1. We again assume that s[i] ∈ F k q and split it into two groups u[i] and v[i] as in (19) and generate the parity-checks q[i] as in (21) . The resulting code up to this point can only correct burst erasures. We further apply a (k
to the u[i] symbols and generate additional parity-check symbols,
where
are matrices associated with a Strongly-MDS code (9) . We simply concatenate the parity-checks q[i] and p u [i] with the source symbols i.e., u + k v + k s and the associated rate is given by R = k n . In our construction, we select where we substitute (24) in the last equality. The rate of the code satisfies
Remark 2. We note that if the value of k s in (24) is non-integer, extra source splitting by a certain factor of m is needed. In particular, we set
where (26) follows by substituting in (24) . Rearranging (27) we have that
The proof of Theorem 2 is thus completed. Example -MiDAS (N, B, T ) = (2, 3, 4) and W ≥ T + 1 = 5: Table I illustrates a MiDAS construction for (N, B) = (2, 3) and T = 4 and T eff = T . The encoding steps are as follows,
• Apply a (k
to the v sub-symbols generating the B = 3 parity-check sub-symbols,
• Combine the u[·] symbols with p v [·] symbols and generate
. The channel symbol at time i is given by,
whose rate is R =
For decoding, first assume that an erasure burst spans the interval 
D. MiDAS Codes with Improved Field-Size
Our constructions in section IV-C are based on Strongly-MDS codes [22] , [23] . Such codes are guaranteed to exist only when the underlying field-sizes are very large. In particular, the field-size must increase exponentially in T eff except in some
TABLE II: MiDAS code construction for (N, B) = (2, 3), a delay of T = 4 and rate R = 4/9 with a block MDS constituent code.
special cases [23] . In this section we suggest an alternative construction that uses block-MDS codes instead of Strongly-MDS codes. This construction requires a field-size that only increases as O(T 3 eff ). While this alternate construction also attains the tradeoff in Theorem 2, it does come at a price. It incurs some performance loss in simulations and is less robust to non-ideal erasure patterns as discussed in Section IV-E.
Proposition 2. For the channel C(N, B, W ) and delay T , there exists a streaming code of rate R that satisfies (2) in Theorem 2 with a field-size that increases as O(T 3 eff ).
We start by giving two examples and then discuss the general code construction. The key step is to replace the Strongly-MDS code in (20) and (23) (26) . Note that this code has the same parameters as in Table I in Section IV-C. The encoding steps, stated below, are also similar except that the Strongly-MDS codes are replaced with block MDS codes.
• Split each source symbol
• Apply a (T, T − B) = (4, 1) MDS code 7 to the v sub-symbols generating B = 3 parity-check sub-symbols p
and is shown using the shaded boxes in Table II 
• Apply a (T + 1, T − N + 1) = (5, 3) MDS code to the u symbols generating N = 2 parity-check sub-symbols p
and is marked by the unshaded boxes in Table II for convenience. The channel symbol at time i is given by,
whose rate is R = 
, respectively, terminate at time t = i + 4 and there are no more than N = 2 erasures on any of them. Thus the recovery of u j [i] for j = 0, 1, 2 is guaranteed at time t = i + 4.
However, splitting each source symbol into k = T sub-symbols is not enough in general. In particular, applying a (T, T − B) MDS code to the v[·] symbols requires that the v[·] symbols are split into a multiple of T − B sub-symbols. Similarly, applying 7 This can be a simple repetition code i.e., 
• Apply a (T, T − B) = (5, 2) MDS code to the v sub-symbols with an interleaving factor of T − N + 1 = 4. Hence, at time i four codewords are generated as follows,
The codeword c 
For simplicity we do not show these in Table III. • Apply a (T + 1, T − N + 1) = (6, 4) MDS code to the u symbols with an interleaving factor of B = 3 generating
The codeword c u 0 [i] is marked by the unshaded boxes in Table III for convenience. The channel symbol at time i is given by,
whose rate is R = 12+8 12+8+12+6 = 10 19 . For decoding, first assume that an erasure burst spans the interval [i, i + 2]. The decoding steps are as follows,
• Compute the parity-check symbols p 3) Code Construction: The general construction achieving Prop. 2 is as follows.
• Source Splitting: We assume that each source symbol s[i] ∈ F k q and partition the k sub-symbols into two groups
where we select
• MDS Parity-Checks for v[·] symbols: Construct T eff − N + 1 systematic MDS codes of parameters (T eff , T eff − B) starting at time i whose associated codewords are,
. . .
i i + 1 i + 2 i + 3 i + 4 i + 5 i + 6 i + 7 i + 8 i + 9 i + 10 i + 11 i + 12 
• MDS Parity-Checks for u[·] symbols: Construct B systematic MDS codes of parameters (T eff + 1, T eff − N + 1) at time i whose associated codewords are,
for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , B − 1}. Notice that each codeword c , i.e., the channel input at time i is given by,
Note that the rate of the code equals
which is identical to the expression in (26) . The decoding steps are similar to that discussed in the previous examples and is provided in Appendix C.
4) Field-Size Computation:
To compute the required field-size, note that splitting each source symbol into (T eff − N + 1)T eff sub-symbols requires that each source symbol consist of q 1 = (T eff − N + 1)T eff sub-symbols. We therefore need to determine the field-size of each sub-symbol. Using the well-known fact that an (n, k) MDS code exists for any prime field-size greater than n, we note that the field-size needed for both (T eff , T eff − B) and (T eff + 1, T eff − N + 1) MDS codes to simultaneously exist is q 2 = Θ(T eff ). Thus the required field-size is q = q 1 · q 2 which is of the order O(T 3 eff ).
E. Non-Ideal Erasure Patterns
Even though the construction in Section IV-D attains the same optimal tradeoff over the deterministic erasure channel model with a smaller field-size, their performance is more sensitive compared to the construction in Section IV-C when non-ideal erasure patterns are considered. To illustrate this we focus on the case when N = 2, B = 3, T = 5 and W ≥ 6 in our discussion. The MiDAS construction with block MDS constituent code for these parameters is illustrated in Table III . The MiDAS codes using strongly-MDS codes has a similar structure except that the parity checks p We consider an erasure pattern that introduces a burst of length 2 in the interval [i, i + 1] and an additional isolated erasure at time i + 3. Clearly such a pattern violates a C(N = 2, B = 3, W = 6). Nonetheless, we argue that the MiDAS codes are able to completely recover from this erasure pattern but the alternative construction using block MDS codes in Table III cannot. 
In the MiDAS construction with MDS constituent codes, illustrated in Table III, 
• Using c We will also see performance loss from using MDS block codes instead of Strongly-MDS codes in our simulation results.
V. UNEQUAL SOURCE-CHANNEL RATES
In this section, we study the case when the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are unequal i.e., M > 1. We start by interpreting the capacity expression in Theorem 3 in Section V-A. In Section V-B, we provide the code construction achieving such capacity. The decoding analysis is discussed in Section V-C. We illustrate both the encoding and decoding steps through a numerical example in Section V-D. We then provide the converse proof of Theorem 3 in Section V-E. Finally, we present constructions that are robust against isolated erasures in Section V-F.
A. Capacity Expression
We note that C = 0, if T < b 9 . This follows since an erasure burst of length B can span all underlying channel symbols in macro-packets [i, i + T ] thus making the recovery of s[i] by macro-packet i + T impossible. This trivial case will therefore not be discussed further in the paper. When T = b, the capacity in Theorem 3 reduces to the following,
In information symbols and an identical number of parity-check symbols in each macro-packet achieves the capacity when T = b. When T > b the capacity in Theorem 3 reduces to one of the following cases,
Note that, for each value of b, the capacity remains constant as B ′ is increased in the interval 0,
B. Code Construction
The proposed construction is a natural generalization of the Generalized Maximally Short codes in section IV-B. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 . However an additional step of reshaping as illustrated in Fig. 8 is needed. We separately consider three cases below. 
1) Encoding: T ≥ b and B
• Strongly-MDS Parity-Checks:
for each macro-packet. In particular we have that
are the sub-matrices associated with the Strongly-MDS code (9).
• Parity-Check Generation: Combine the u vec [·] symbols with the p vec [·] parity-checks after applying a shift of T to the former i.e.,
• Re-shaping: In order to construct the macro-packet, we reshape u vec [i], v vec [i] and q vec [i] into groups each of n subsymbols generating the following matrices:
In (56) we define r ∈ N 0 and r ′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} via 
It can be easily verified that M − 2r > 0 for our selected code parameters. When M − 2r = 1 the structure of V[i, :] is as follows,
for M − 2r > 1 while for the special case of M − 2r = 1, the channel macro-packet is given by, This completes the description of the encoding function for the first case in (6) . Fig. 9 illustrates the overall encoder structure.
2) Encoding: T > b and
We begin by choosing the following values of n and k,
and note that the rate R = 
The rate of such code is clearly R =
as stated in the second case in (49). In this case, by inspection we can check that the code described above is decodable within the decoding delay T = b. Thus we will only focus on the previous two cases in our decoding analysis.
Remark 4. We note that the above construction achieves the capacity in Theorem 3 for W ≥ M (T + 1). For the case when W < M (T + 1), the same construction can be used with replacing the delay T with the effective delay
T eff = W M − 1.
C. Decoding Analysis
We show in this section that our proposed code construction can completely recover from any arbitrary burst of length B within the deadline. Consider a channel that introduces such burst of length B = bM + B ′ starting from x[i, j] for j ∈ {1, . . . , M }. We first show how to recover It only remains to show the sufficiency of the Strongly-MDS code in Step 2. To do that we use the following lemma. 
We consider the following cases,
• If the burst starts at j ∈ {1, ..., r + 1} then all the sub-symbols in {(v vec 
Remark 5. We discuss intuition on the fact that the capacity function does not decrease with B
′ in the first case in [3] to recover p vec [3] . This together with p vec [2] is a total of 6 sub-symbols. Thus, they can be used to recover the erased v symbols (
D. Example
Recovery of u symbols: Similar to the previous burst pattern, we compute the value of the parity-check symbols p vec [4] and subtract it from q vec [4] to recover u[1] by its deadline.
E. Converse
In order to establish the converse we first consider the case when T > b. We show that any feasible rate satisfies
Consider a periodic erasure channel as shown in Figure 11 . Each period consists of τ P = T + b + 1 macro-packets. In each such period the first B channel packets are erased and the subsequent M (b + T + 1) − B are not. Consider the first period with the burst starting at x[0, 1]. By definition we require that s[0] be recovered by the end of macro-packet T , s [1] by macro-packet T + 1 and likewise the last erased source symbol s[b] by macro-packet T + b. Thus all the lost source packets are recovered by macro-packet t = T + b. Once these erased packets are recovered, we can treat these erasures as having never happened and simply repeat the argument for the next period and so on. Therefore our proposed streaming code must be a feasible code for the periodic erasure channel. Since the capacity of the erasure channel is simply the fraction of the non-erased channel symbols, it follows that
is an upper bound on the rate of any feasible streaming code.
To establish the other inequality in (66) we consider a periodic erasure channel consisting of τ P = T + b macro-packets and assume that in each period the firstB = M b ≤ B channel symbols are erased. Thus in the proposed channel first b macro-packets are completely erased in each period and the remaining T macro-packets are not erased. In particular in the first period, s[0], . . . , s[b − 1] must be recovered at the end of macro-packets T, . . . , T + b − 1 respectively. At this point all the erased source symbols have been recovered and we can proceed to the recovery of the second burst starting at macro-packet T + b. Thus the streaming code must also be feasible on this erasure channel whose capacity is clearly T T +b , and thus the upper bound follows.
When T = b we show that
When B ′ ≤ M/2, the second condition C ≤ We start by considering a channel that erases the first
Since the delay constraint for s[i] is i + T = i + b, the following equation should be satisfied, 
F. Robust Extensions
In Section V-B, we provided capacity achieving codes for C(1, B, W ≥ M (T + 1)). In order to extend the codes for channels with N > 1, we apply the approach used in the MiDAS construction in Section IV-C. In particular we construct an optimal burst erasure code and then append additional parity-checks for the u[·] symbols to deal with isolated losses. In particular we extend the macro-packet construction in (61) as follows,
and q[i, j] are symbols obtained from the optimal code for the C(N = 1, B, W ) channel. We apply another
. We then concatenate the generated parities after splitting them into M equal groups to each channel packet, p
as shown in (70). The corresponding rate of such code is clearly R =
, where k u , k v and n are based on the optimal code for the burst-only channel.
Proposition 3. To recover from any N ≤ T T +b M b isolated erasures when W ≥ M (T + 1) and T > b, it suffices to select
where ⌈·⌉ and ⌊·⌋ denote the ceil and floor functions respectively.
Proof: We recall that there are two Strongly-MDS codes underlying our construction in (70). 
are from time i − 1 or before, and can be canceled to recover
Since these sub-symbols are reshaped into columns each having no more than n sub-symbols, the number of erasures that are guaranteed to be corrected is given by,
where we use The red curve (marked with circles) corresponds to the rate achieved by the adapted MS code (15) whereas the black line corresponds to the rate of the Strongly-MDS code (13) .
to get (72) and substitute for B ′ ≥ b T +b M in the first term in (72) to get (73). Next we consider the number of erased symbols that can be corrected by the (k u + M k s , k u , T ) Strongly-MDS code. Using Lemma 1, one can see that this code can recover from M k s (T + 1) erasures in the window of interest. Since each channel input can have up to n + k s sub-symbols belonging to this code, the total number of erasures that can be corrected is given by,
which upon re-arranging gives (71).
Remark 6. Unlike the case of MiDAS codes, we do not claim the optimality of the proposed robust codes.
Nevertheless in the simulation results we observe that in some cases these codes outperform baseline schemes.
VI. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS
Code N B (N, B) for channel C(N, B, W ≥ T + 1) for equal source-channel rates. Similar Tradeoffs for the first three codes can be achieved for W < T + 1 by replacing T with W − 1.
Strongly-MDS Codes
(1 − R)(T + 1) (1 − R)(T + 1) Maximally Short Codes 1 T · min 1 R − 1, 1 MiDAS Codes min B, T − R 1−R B B ∈ [1, T ] E-RLC Codes [26] ∆ ∈ [R(T + 1), T − 1], 1−R R (T − ∆) + 1 1−R R ∆ R ≥ 1/2
A. Equal Source-Channel Rates
Table V summarizes the feasible values of N and B for different codes 10 . For a fixed rate R and delay T we indicate the values of N and B achieved by various codes in the case of equal source-channel rates. The first row corresponds to the Strongly-MDS in Section III-A, while the second row corresponds to the MS codes in Section III-B. The third row corresponds to our proposed construction -MiDAS codes -in Theorem 2. In contrast to the Strongly-MDS codes and MS codes, that only attain specific values of N and B, the family of MiDAS codes can attain a range of (N, B) for a given R and T . The last row corresponds to another family of codes -Embedded Random Linear Codes (E-RLC) -proposed in [26] . While such constructions are optimal for R = 1/2, they are far from optimal in general and will not be discussed in this paper. We further numerically illustrate the achievable (N, B) pairs for various codes in Fig. 12 . We fix the rate to R = 0.6. As stated before, the Strongly-MDS and MS codes in sections III-A and III-B respectively only achieve the extreme points on the tradeoff. The MiDAS codes achieve a tradeoff, very close to the upper bound for all rates. The E-RLC codes, illustrated with the red plot, are generally far from optimal except for R = 0.5 which is not the case in this figure. Fig. 13 illustrates the capacity and rates achieved with baseline schemes for the case of unequal source-channel rates. In this example, we consider M = 20 and a delay of T = 5 macro-packets and plot the rate vs. correctable burst length. The capacity is shown by the blue-curve marked with squares. Note that it is constant in the intervals B ∈ [40, 45], [60, 67] , [80, 88] , [100, 110], which corresponds to the first case in (6) . The red curve marked with circles denotes the rate achieved by a suitable modification of the MS code (15) . We note that the curves intersect whenever B is an integer multiple of M , indicating the optimality of the MS codes for these special values: B ∈ {40, 60, 80, 100}. Furthermore for burst lengths B > M T = 100, the MS codes are no longer feasible and the associated rate is zero. The dotted black line shows the performance of the Strongly-MDS codes in (13) . Since these codes do not perform sequential recovery, their achievable rate is significantly lower than the capacity.
B. Unequal Source-Channel Rates
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we study the validity of our proposed code constructions over statistical channel models. We consider two classes of channels that introduce both burst and isolated erasures. A Gilbert-Elliott channel is a two-state Markov model. In the "good state" each channel packet is lost with a probability of ε whereas in the "bad state" each channel packet is lost with a probability of 1. We note that the average loss rate of the Gilbert-Elliott channel is given by
where α and β denote the transition probability from the good state to the bad state and vice versa. As long as the channel stays in the bad state the channel behaves as a burst-erasure channel. The length of each burst is a Geometric random variable with mean of 1 β . When the channel is in the good state it behaves as an i.i.d. erasure channel with an erasure probability of ε. The gap between two successive bursts is also a geometric random variable with a mean of 1 α . Finally note that ε = 0 results in a Gilbert Channel [27] , which only results in burst losses. Fig. 15 shows a Fritchman channel model [28] with a total of N + 1 states. One of the states is the good state and the remaining N states are bad states. We again let the transition probability from the good state to the first bad state E 1 to be α whereas the transition probability from each of the bad states equals β. Let ε be the probability of a packet loss in good state. We lose packets in any bad state with probability 1. The burst length distribution in a Fritchman model is a hyper-geometric random variable instead of a geometric random variable. Fritchman and related higher order Markov models are commonly used to model fade-durations in mobile links.
A. Equal Source-Channel Rates
In Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 17(a) we study the performance of various streaming codes over the Gilbert-Elliott channel. The channel parameters and code parameters are shown in Table VI and VII respectively. Fig. 16(b) and 17(b) indicate the histogram of the burst lengths observed for the two channels. We remark that the channel parameters for the T = 12 case are the same as those used in [7, Section 4-B, Fig. 5 ]. We remark that for this choice of α, the contribution from failures due to small guard periods between bursts is not dominant. When the inter-burst gaps are smaller we believe that an extension of MiDAS codes that control the number of losses in such events may be necessary and is left for a future investigation. All codes in Fig. 16(a) are selected to have a rate of R = 12/23 ≈ 0.52 and the delay is T = 12. For reference the uncoded loss-rate is also shown by the upper-most dotted blue line marked with triangles. The black horizontal line is the loss rate of the Strongly-MDS code. It achieves B = N = 6. Thus its performance is limited by its burst-correction capability and thus is consistent with the probability of observing bursts longer than 6 which is given by ≈ 2 × 10 −5 . The red-curve which deteriorates rapidly as we increase ε is the Maximally Short code (MS). It achieves B = 11 and N = 1. Thus in general it cannot recover from even two losses occurring in a window of length T + 1. The remaining curve marked with squares shows the MiDAS code which achieve B = 9 and N = 2. The loss probability also deteriorates with ε but at a much lower rate. Thus a slight decrease in B, while improving N from 1 to 2 exhibits noticeable gains over both MS and Strongly-MDS codes. At the left most point i.e., when ε = 10 −3 , the loss probability is dominated by burst losses, while as ε is increased, the effect of isolated losses becomes more significant.
In Fig 17(a) the rate of all codes is set to R = 50/83 ≈ 0.6. The delay is set to T = 50. The Strongly-MDS code (black horizontal plot) achieves B = N = 20 whereas the MS code (red plot) achieves N = 1 and B = 33. Both codes suffer from the same phenomenon discussed in the previous case. We also consider the MiDAS code (blue plot) with N = 4 and B = 30. We observe that its performance deteriorates as ε is increased and eventually crosses the Strongly-MDS codes. We believe that further improvements can be attained using codes that correct both burst and isolated losses [29] , but leave such extensions for a future investigation.
In Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , we evaluate streaming codes over the Fritchman channel in Fig. 15 . The channel parameters and code parameters are shown in Table VIII and IX respectively. We let the transition probability from the good state to the first bad state E 1 to be α whereas the transition probability from each of the bad states equals β. Let ε be the probability of a packet loss in good state. We lose packets in any bad state with probability 1. Fig. 18(b) and 19(b) indicate the histogram of the burst lengths observed for the two channels. In Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , the uncoded loss rate is shown by the upper-most plot while the black horizontal line is the performance of Strongly-MDS code. Note that the performance of this code is essentially independent of ε in the interval of interest. As in the case of GE channels, the Strongly-MDS codes recover all the losses in the good state and fail against burst lengths longer than its burst erasure correction capability. Thus, their loss rate is consistent with the probability of observing bursts longer than 20 and 16 which can be calculated to be ≈ 10 −5 and ≈ 3 × 10 −5 , respectively. The performance of the MS codes is shown by the red-plot in both figures. We note that it is better than the Strongly-MDS codes for ε = 10 −3 , but deteriorates quickly as we increase ε. The performance gains from MiDAS codes are significantly more noticeable for the Fritchman channel because the hyper-geometric burst-length distribution favors longer bursts over shorter ones. As in the case of GE Channels, we expect further performance gains to be possible by considering more sophisticated erasure patterns, such as burst plus isolated losses, but leave such an investigation for a future work.
In Fig. 20 , we compare the performance of MiDAS and MS codes obtained by replacing the Strongly-MDS constituent code with a diagonally interleaved block MDS code (cf. Section IV-D). We consider the same GE channel in Fig. 16 (a) and delay and β varied on the x-axis. All codes are of rate R = 9 14 and evaluated using a decoding delay of T = 4 macro-packets. Each macro-packet consists of M = 20 channel symbols. T = 12. The codes involving Strongly-MDS codes are plotted using a solid line whereas the codes involving block MDS codes are shown by the dotted lines of the same color. We note that in all cases there is a noticeable increase in the loss rate when a block MDS code is used despite the fact that these codes achieve the same (N, B) values over deterministic channels. This loss in performance is due to their sensitivity to non-ideal erasure patterns as discussed in Section IV-E.
B. Unequal Source-Channel Rates
In our simulations in Fig. 21 , we consider a Gilbert channel model which is the same as a Gilbert-Elliott channel with ε = 0, i.e., the loss probability is 0 in the good state. We fix α = 10 −5 and vary β on the x-axis in the interval [0.05, 0.15] which in turn changes the burst length distribution. We further select M = 20, i.e., 20 channel packets are generated for every source packet received at the encoder. We fix the rate R = 9/14 and the delay T = 4 macro-packets. Under these conditions, the Strongly-MDS code can correct burst erasures of length up to B = 35, whereas a Maximally Short code achieves B = 44. The optimal code for M > 1 achieves B = 50. This gain in terms of correctable burst-length is reflected in Fig. 21 as one can see that codes designed for unequal source-channel rates, which are referred to as reshaped codes, achieve a lower loss probability. We note that the code parameters in Fig. 21 correspond to the second case in (6). In Fig. 22 , we consider a Fritchman channel with (α, β) = (10 −5 , 0.5) and N + 1 = 20 states. The corresponding burst distribution is illustrated in Fig. 22(b) . In Fig. 22(a) , we show the performance of different streaming codes in the case of unequal source-arrival and channel-transmission rates on such channel. The rate for all codes is fixed to R = 0.64 and the delay constraint is T = 2 macro-packets where each macro-packet has M = 40 packets. As the probability of erasure in the good state ε increases, the performance of Strongly-MDS code (black curve) does not change. The loss rate of this code is ≈ 10
which is dominated by the fraction of erasures introduced by bursts longer than 43. On the other hand, both Maximally Short and reshaped codes achieve N = 1 and thus deteriorate as quickly as ε 2 . For the left most point corresponding to ε = 0, the probability of loss of the Maximally Short code is ≈ 10 −4 which reflects the number of erasures introduced by bursts longer than 45. Similarly, the loss probability of the reshaped code is ≈ 3 × 10 −6 which matches the fraction of losses introduced due to bursts longer than 58. The performance of the robust versions of these codes, namely MiDAS and robust reshaped codes does not deteriorate as fast. However, the robust reshaped code outperforms the MiDAS code as the former achieves B = 53 versus B = 42 achieved by the later while fixing N = 5, R = 0.63 and T = 2.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We study low-delay error correction codes for streaming sources over packet erasure channels. Our constructions are based on a layered approach and use Strongly-MDS codes and repetition codes as constituent codes. For the case when the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are equal, we establish a fundamental tradeoff between the burst-error correction and isolatederror correction capability of any streaming code and present a near-optimal construction. The relevance of the underlying column distance and column span properties for low-delay error correction is also discussed. When the source-arrival and channel-transmission rates are not equal, we present an optimal code for the burst erasure channel with sufficiently long guard intervals. While our constructions are based on deterministic channel models, numerical simulations indicate that the proposed constructions outperform baseline schemes over statistical models. For future work, the characterization of optimal streaming codes for unequal source-channel rates when N > 1 remains open. The investigation of minimum required field-size for streaming codes is also highly important. Further improvements can be attained by considering streaming codes that correct both burst and isolated losses in the window of interest as observed in [29] . Finally our constructions are tuned to specific channel parameters. In practice it is very desirable to extend such constructions that adapt to varying channel parameters with little or no feedback.
APPENDIX A COLUMN DISTANCE AND COLUMN SPAN OF CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
In this section we show that the error correction capability of a streaming code can be expressed in terms of its column distance and column span. In our discussion we view the input symbols s[i] as a lengthk vector over F q and x[i] as a length n vector over F q . We restrict our attention to time-invariant linear (n,k,m) convolutional codes specified by
where G 0 , . . . , Gm are generator matrices over Fk ×n q . The first T + 1 output symbols can be expressed as,
is the truncated generator matrix to the first T + 1 columns. Note that G j = 0 if j > m. Conversely there exists at-least one output sequence whose Hamming weight equals d T and the input symbol s[0] = 0. By erasing all the non-zero d T positions for this output sequence, we cannot distinguish it from the all-zero sequence.
Definition 3 (Column Distance
To the best of our knowledge the column span of a convolutional code was first introduced in [7] in the context of low-delay codes for burst erasure channels. 
Definition 4 (Column Span
The justification is virtually identical to the proof of Fact 1 and is omitted. It follows from Facts 1 and 2 that a necessary and sufficient condition for any convolutional code to recover each source symbol with a delay of T over a channel C(N, B, W = T + 1) is that both d T > N and c T > B. Thus specializing Theorem 1 and 2 to W = T + 1 we have the following.
Proposition 4 (A Fundamental
Tradeoff between Column Distance and Column Span). For any (n,k,m) convolutional code and an integer T > 0 we have that the column distance d T and column span c T must satisfy
where R =k n denotes the rate of the code. Furthermore for any T > 0 there exists a (n,k,m) convolutional code with column distance d T and column span c T , over a sufficiently large field-size such that,
Proof: To establish (82), consider any convolutional code with a column distance d T and column span c T . From the sufficiency parts of Facts 1 and 2 such a code is feasible over the channel C(N = d T − 1, B = c T − 1, W = T + 1) with delay T . Thus it must satisfy the upper bound (1) . Substituting N = d T − 1 and B = c T − 1 immediately gives (82).
To establish (83), consider the code that satisfies the lower bound in (2) in Theorem 2. From the necessity parts of Facts 1 and 2 such a code must satisfy c T ≥ B + 1 and d T ≥ N + 1. Substituting in (2) immediately leads to (83).
As a final remark we note Facts 1 and 2 also immediately apply to any channel with W ≥ T + 1. In particular any erasure pattern for the C(N, B, W ) channel with W ≥ T + 1 is also feasible for C(N, B, W = T + 1) and thus the sufficiency follows. Furthermore also note that whenever W ≥ T + 1, any erasure pattern in the interval [0, T ] used in the proof of the necessity part can also be used for the channel C (N, B, W ) . (11) . Then the j-th (sub-symbol level) column distance 11 is defined as
where recall that each channel symbol x[i] hasn sub-symbols, i.e.,
and wt c (v) counts the number of non-zero sub-symbols in the codeword v.
It is well-known that for any (n,k,m) convolutional code d The proof of property L1 follows by using an argument similar to that in the proof of Fact 1. We will omit it as the argument is completely analogous.
To establish L2, we use the notation W i (l) to denote a window of length l·n starting at time i·n, i.e., W i (l) [i·n, (i+l)n−1] (see Fig. 23 ). We show that the entire erasure burst can be recovered through the following steps. • The next window W 1 (j) = [n, (j + 1)n − 1] hasB − (n − c) < j(n −k) erasures since c <k. Hence, L1 can be used to recover s [1] at time (j + 1)n − 1 and p [1] can be computed consequently.
• Similarly, W 2 (j − 1) = [2n, (j + 1)n − 1] hasB − (n − c) −n < (n −k)(j − 1) erasures which implies the recovery of s [2] at time (j + 1)n − 1.
• Repeating the previous step for W i (j − i + 1) = [i ·n, (j + 1)n − 1] and i ·n ≤ c +B − 1, one can recover all erased symbols in the erasure burst at time (j + 1)n − 1. The proof of L2 is thus complete. The claim in L3 is a generalization of L2, as it permits the erasure pattern to have both burst and isolated erasures, but only guarantees the recovery of the burst erasure. To establish L3 we can proceed in a similar fashion as above and stop when the recovery of the erasure burst is complete.
APPENDIX C DECODING ANALYSIS OF MIDAS CODE WITH MDS CONSTITUENT CODES
In the decoding analysis it is sufficient to show that each source symbol s[i] can be recovered at time t = i + T eff if there is either an erasure burst of length B or up to N isolated erasures in the interval [i, i + T eff ]. after the cancellation of u[·] symbols, is k u (T + 1). We start by considering that the burst begins at j = 1 and subsequently consider other cases in Fig. 24 . For the case when j = 1 we consider two cases.
A. Burst Erasure
• 
where we use the fact that k u = B in our code construction and B = bM + B ′ .
